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Whatever Happened to Tory Scotland?

2012-10-31

explores the history and ideas of the scottish conservative party since its creation in 1912

ePublishing with InDesign CS6

2012-11-07

here s the designer s guide to creating excellent e books with indesign creative professionals

are designing more and more e books and e zines as digital publishing increasingly gains

market share this book pulls together a wide range of essential information to help them

maximize the versatility of indesign for e publishing if you need to know how to build deploy



and manage digital publications using indesign here s your guide to the process from

understanding the platforms and devices and how best to design for them to creating media

rich content for multiple formats using a variety of technologies designers are seeking to

sharpen their skills to compete in today s e publishing market and this book is packed with

necessary information about creating and adapting content for e publication explains how to

plan a new digital publication convert a print publication to digital add multimedia and

interactivity and publish and distribute the finished product covers platforms devices and

formats creating media rich content designing for different devices and managing digital

publications examines adobe s digital publishing system css html5 and other commercial

vehicles available for e publishing on multiple platforms including ipad kindle nook and other

tablets and e readers epublishing with indesign is a valuable tool for designers seeking to

boost their skills and create cutting edge e publications



Whatever Doesn't Kill You

2013-04-01

jenna cooper was only a few days old when her father was murdered and her family was

shattered now fifteen she daydreams of a picture perfect sitcom family as she struggles with

the gritty realities of her life when jenna finds out that travis bingham the man who shot her

father has been released from prison she becomes obsessed with tracking him down and

confronting him but her search reveals that there may be more to her father s murder than

she has been led to believe and will her relationships with her family and friends survive her

obsession



Whatever It Takes

2018-03-03

with forty years of show business under his belt no one knows better than stephen stohn what

it takes to make it in canadian entertainment in a star studded rock n roll tour of his career

stohn shares his stories including such unforgettable icons as canadian idol the degrassi

franchise and the juno awards

The Crappiest Author (PDF + EPUB)

2014-02-23

borges svelt set a goal a goal that he has no hope of achieving writing 100 000 words in one



day at first he takes baby steps averaging 25 000 words per day before encountering his first

obstacle with a little ingenuity can the eccentric author conquer his dream or is he totally out

of his league approximately 5 400 words in all excerpt from the crappiest author borges svelt

wasn t about to hit the new york times bestseller list anytime soon heavens no he was one of

those dreadful self published authors eek shunned by the industry and despised by his

traditionally published peers like them he was eccentric in many ways from his tacky plaid

socks that doubled as hand warmers to naming every member of the brady bunch whenever

he reached a mental roadblock while some writers prefer to stand while they write or sail the

seven seas while banging away on their trusty typewriter borges felt right at home on his

shiny porcelain throne of course he didn t mount the toilet with all of his clothes on that would

suggest that he was the least bit sane on the contrary he did not wear a shred of clothing he

was the pantless author ready for anything that came rumbling through his feeble brain or



lower intestine

DITA for Practitioners Volume 1

2012-04-15

dita expert eliot kimber takes you inside the dita xml standard explaining the architecture and

technology that make dita unique volume 1 of his two volume exploration of dita starts with a

hands on explanation of end to end dita processing that will get you up and running fast then

he explores the dita architecture explaining maps and topics structural patterns metadata

linking and addressing keys and key references relationship tables conditional processing

reuse and more dita for practitioners volume 1 architecture and technology is for engineers

tool builders and content strategists anyone who designs implements or supports dita based



systems and needs a deeper understanding of dita technology kimber s unique perspective

unwraps the puzzle that is dita explaining the rationale for its design and structure and giving

you an unvarnished detailed look inside this important technology

Practical Font Design

2011-02-08

practical font design has built a niche for itself among graphic and designers who want to

build their own fonts especially with the first book i learned a lot since i wrote that first book

this radically revised updated and expanded third edition combines the first two books they

are rearranged so they make a lot more sense and some brand new material is added this is

a quick introduction showing a workflow to build new fonts using fontlab 5 fourteen fonts are



developed in this book including an 8 font text family and a companion 4 font sans serif for

headers the techniques are simple and easy to understand the results are completely under

your control

Writing In InDesign CC 2014 Producing Books

2014-06-18

this is a major update for me the epub production techniques have changed quite a bit both

for fixed layout and for reflowable epubs many of the changes i ve been waiting for with epub

production have been implemented indesign now stands at the top of the heap for book

production in general and epub production in particular you do not need to know code though

understanding how html and css works will aid your conceptual understanding i was lukewarm



about fxl until i realized that the new fixed layout epubs would show gradient paragraph rules

gradient strokes and fills in tables and much more the only major things we re missing are

justification and hyperlinked test does not work in fxl the exported epubs upload flawlessly to

the ibooks store and kobo writing life finally the 21st century book publishing software we

need is within our grasp there s still more to come but this version is very good

The Frugal Editor

2021

the frugal editor do it yourself editing secrets from your query letter to final manuscript to the

marketing of your new book whether you are a new or experienced author the frugal editor

helps you present whistle clean copy from a one page cover letter to your entire manuscript



that will convince those with the power to say yea or nay to your precious book the third

edition of the frugal editor is the winningest book in carolyn s multi award winning

howtodoitfrugally series of books for writers with accolades from reader views literary award

dan poynter s global ebook award the coveted irwin award and many others this fully updated

edition includes the new help you need from managing gender pronouns to maximizing the

usefulness of front and back matter altogether the frugal editor now provides 50 more

information designed for the success of your title writers and editors have a true friend in

carolyn howard johnson her word smarts her publishing savvy and her sincere commitment to

authors and editors make the frugal editor a must have resource june casagrande author of

the best punctuation book period and grammar snobs are great big meanies penguin and

syndicated grammar columnist previous editions of the frugal editor were excellent nothing

could be better except this book which has an additional 50 new content the publishing world



changes quickly and this text allows writers to keep up with the ever changing world of editors

publicists finicky agents trends cultural expectations queries and media kits exploding

grammar myths and possible scams save yourself time and money by learning from the best

howard johnson carolyn wilhelm ba ma ms and author of environmental content carolyn

howard johnson is a godsend for writers everywhere her new book the frugal editor is part

reference guide part do it yourself editing manual part masterclass on the writing and

publishing industry and all with carolyn s signature humor and encouraging energy she is a

master at simplifying overwhelming tasks into relevant can do information this book is a must

for every writer s bookshelf dallas woodburn book coach and best selling author of thanks

cariss for ruining my life i am using the frugal editor to polish my next book i ve used it for the

first edit the beta edit and i m ready to snuff out excess words your tip about adding spaces

with the search and replace tool is a timely add to my editing skills it was easy to weed out



abbreviations like ar for arkansas one of my clients used with the space ar space feature

elizabeth seckman editor of insecure writers group newsletter in the third edition of her the

frugal editor carolyn howard johnson helps authors obtain a finished product worthy of simon

and shuster the book guides readers through evolving changes in the english language that

has no governing academy regulating it helen dunn frame shares her secrets for retiring in

costa rica or doctors dogs and pura vida and other books use basic computer and editing

tricks from the frugal editor to prevent headaches to save time and even money it s well worth

your effort to learn them barbara mcnichol barbara mcnichol editorial an important new section

deals with using your friends family or writing circle as readers beta readers your book is your

baby but it may have content or pace that make it a loser when other people read it once you

re sure you have a good product and have done all the recommended editing yourself it s

time to think about a professional editor the book does an excellent job of showing what a



professional can do for your manuscript nancy famolari author of the montbleu mysteries learn

more at howtodoitfrugally com from modern history press

eBooks for the 21st-Century Author

2016-10-11

everything you need to know about ebooks is explained in this holistic guide to a new world of

reading from selection and curation of an ebook collection to training and support for staff and

patrons ebooks are a must for today s libraries making this introduction indispensable for

those who have yet to delve into the ever expanding universe of downloadable material this

crash course is an easy to use hands on approach that will simplify the decision and

implementation processes it introduces you to ebooks and ereading and covers the many



issues surrounding ebooks in circulating libraries including technology acquisition and training

you ll learn how to launch a program what to buy how to let your public know you ve added

ebooks to your collection and how to circulate the materials the guide will also help you with

decisions like vendor selection how many ebooks to purchase which delivery platforms to

employ how best to offer access and licensing agreements chapters can be consulted as

stand alone overviews of key areas or the book can be used as a source of holistic instruction

while it will be especially useful to small or rural circulating libraries including public libraries

school libraries and specialty libraries that may have a small staff responsible for all aspects

of library service tips on things like promoting an ebook collection are pertinent to enhancing

any collection



Crash Course in eBooks

2012-05-03

design and create your own e book using the groundbreaking ibooks author app with apple s

ibooks author app you can create rich interactive books for use on the ipad and this new for

dummies handy portable guide shows you just how to do it whether you want to create

textbooks training materials marketing reports or awesome product manuals with dynamic

content this book takes you through the process plunge in and you ll soon learn how to create

an ipad e book with all the bells and whistles including video interactive widgets text tables

figures colors cool fonts and more helps educators small publishers trainers authors or

entrepreneurs create their own e books using the new ibooks author software covers the

software as well as book building basics such as adding text color tables and figures shows



you how to include dynamic content like video presentations interactive widgets charts and

web components discusses publishing your ipad e book to the ibookstore ibooks author for

dummies is what you need to get your book off the ground and into the hands of readers in a

hurry

iBooks Author For Dummies

2012-05-15

every complex product needs to be explained to its users and technical writers also known as

technical communicators are the ones who do that job a growing field technical writing

requires multiple skills including an understanding of technology writing ability and great

people skills whether you re thinking of becoming a technical writer just starting out or you ve



been working for a while and feel the need to take your skills to the next level the insider s

guide to technical writing can help you be a successful technical writer and build a satisfying

career inside the book is this job for me what does it take to be a technical writer building the

foundation what skills and tools do you need to get started the best laid plans how do you

create a schedule that won t make you go crazy how do you manage different development

processes including agile methodologies on the job what does it take to walk into a job and be

productive right away the tech writer toolkit how do you create style guides indexes templates

and layouts how do you manage localization and translation and all the other non writing parts

of the job i love my job how do you handle the ups and downs of being a technical writer

appendixes references to websites books and other resources to keep you learning index



The Insider's Guide to Technical Writing

2014-08-13

brilliant ideas for using ict in the classroom is a totally practical hands on guide to using ict in

and around the classroom for all secondary school teachers and lecturers in post compulsory

education assuming no prior expertise it centres on software and resources that are free or

very low cost and offers step by step guidance and creative ideas to improve the experience

and engagement of your students with a focus on what tools to use what educational need

they satisfy and how to incorporate them into good pedagogy key topics covered include

effective use of presentation technologies using producing and sharing multimedia interactive

whiteboards and related technologies using 2 0 technologies mobile learning supporting

diverse student needs through technology brilliant ideas for using ict in the classroom puts



equal emphasis on both technical and pedagogical issues making it the ideal companion

whatever your ict or e learning needs catering equally well for windows mac and linux users

this book is designed to give you all the confidence you need to start teaching brilliantly with

ict

Brilliant Ideas for Using ICT in the Classroom

2018-11-06

the iphone xs xs max and xr aren t just faster and more powerful than ever they re also better

at all of the things you use an iphone for with the latest edition of this bestselling guide you

get a funny gorgeously illustrated guide to the tips shortcuts and workarounds that will turn

you into an iphone master this easy to use book will also get you up to speed on all ios 12



features including new siri shortcuts group facetime and improved parental controls missing

manual series creator and former new york times columnist david pogue helps you accomplish

everything from web browsing to watching videos you ll get up to speed on features such as

dual sim support that lets you use two lines on one phone and true tone technology that

adjusts the display to your environment pick up this beautiful full color book and learn how to

get the most out of your iphone

iPhone: The Missing Manual

2020-09-07

stemmatology studies aspects of textual criticism that use genealogical methods to analyse a

set of copies of a text whose autograph has been lost this handbook is the first to cover the



entire field encompassing both theoretical and practical aspects of traditional as well as

modern digital methods and their history as an art ars stemmatology s main goal is editing

and thus presenting to the reader a historical text in the most satisfactory way as a more

abstract discipline scientia it is interested in the general principles of how texts change in the

process of being copied thirty eight experts from all of the fields involved have joined forces to

write this handbook whose eight chapters cover material aspects of text traditions the genesis

and methods of traditional lachmannian textual criticism and the objections raised against it as

well as modern digital methods used in the field the two concluding chapters take a closer

look at how this approach towards texts and textual criticism has developed in some

disciplines of textual scholarship and compare methods used in other fields that deal with

descent with modification the handbook thus serves as an introduction to this interdisciplinary

field



Handbook of Stemmatology

2012-12-14

this book offers best practice advice on how to meet anti money laundering aml regulations

and will help you put together an effective framework to meet your legal obligations it includes

a comprehensive selection of example documents checklists and an unrivalled collection of

training materials

Mastering Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist



Financing ePub eBook

2012-04-03

when you work with iwork a lot of things are easier this guide gets you started you ll see how

to use pages for word processing and page layout how numbers makes spreadsheets make

sense how to do a keynote presentation and how to use all three on your ios devices your

ipad ipod touch and iphone

IWork For Dummies

2016-11-14

2022 edition have you written a book but don t know how to go about getting it published



have you published a book but are hunting for more ways to improve your bottom line are you

looking to distribute it in additional editions or sales channels if you have answered yes to any

of these questions this is the book you have been looking for the business of writing practical

insights for independent hybrid and traditionally published authors is the go to guide for

everyone wishing to jump start their writing careers whether you write fiction nonfiction

screenplays or poetry discover the answers to such questions as do i really need to

incorporate what flavor of company should i set up and how do i take the plunge how do i

manage my writing expenses and taxes what is an isbn where do i get one and how many will

i need what is an imprint and how do i establish one for my books what decisions must i face

in the prepublication phase do i need to register my book s copyright and how do i accomplish

it what about using other copyrighted materials how on earth do i condense my 100k word

book to a 300 word description let alone a 20 word tagline how do i select the best keywords



for my book what makes for a great cover and how can i get one what do i need to know

about book formatting print as well as digital how can i turn my book into an audiobook how

do i develop and refine my author brand how can i land invitations to speak at conferences

and conventions i use several pseudonymns how do i manage them all what s an arc a media

kit a book trailer a blog tour do i really need to start a blog send out a newsletter dive into

social media give away my books how do i price my book should i pick one price or vary it

where are the best places to advertise my sale events how much is all of this going to cost

me don t feel overwhelmed by the publication and promotion process let award winning

critically acclaimed author kim iverson headlee give you the practical wisdom you need to stay

on task and perhaps even come out ahead



The Business of Writing

2018-06-15

welcome to the world of windows 10 are you ready to become the resident windows 10 expert

in your office look no further this book is your one stop shop for everything related to the

latest updates to this popular operating system with the help of this comprehensive resource

you ll be able to back up your data and ensure the security of your network use universal

apps to make your computer work smarter and personalize your windows 10 experience

windows 10 powers more than 400 million devices worldwide and now you can know how to

make it work better for you with windows 10 all in one for dummies you ll find out how to

personalize windows use the universal apps control your system secure windows 10 and so

much more covers the most recent updates to this globally renowned operating system shows



you how to start out with windows 10 walks you through maintaining and enhancing the

system makes it easy to connect with universal and social apps if you re a businessperson or

windows power user looking to make this popular software program work for you the buck

stops here

Windows 10 All-in-One For Dummies

2014-11-07

get more out of your windows 11 computer with easy to follow advice powering 75 of the pcs

on the planet microsoft windows is capable of extraordinary things and you don t need to be a

computer scientist to explore the nooks and crannies of the operating system with windows 11

all in one for dummies anyone can discover how to dig into microsoft s ubiquitous operating



system and get the most out of the latest version from securing and protecting your most

personal information to socializing and sharing on social media platforms and making your

windows pc your own through personalization this book offers step by step instructions to

unlocking windows 11 s most useful secrets with handy info from 10 books included in the

beginner to advanced learning path contained within this guide walks you through how to

install set up and customize your windows 11 pc in a way that makes sense just for you use

the built in apps or download your own to power some of windows 11 s most useful features

navigate the windows 11 system settings to keep your system running smoothly perfect for

anyone who s looked at their windows pc and wondered i wonder what else it can do

windows 11 all in one for dummies delivers all the tweaks tips and troubleshooting tricks you ll

need to make your windows 11 pc do more than you ever thought possible



ePub - European Conference on Social Media

2022-02-11

ten minibooks in one get you thoroughly caught up on windows 8 1 with new improvements

and changes windows 8 1 offers a refreshed user interface better integration between the new

and traditional windows interfaces and more this updated top selling guide is what you need

to get up to speed on everything windows 8 1 nine minibooks in one cover such essential

topics as navigating the new start screen understanding windows 8 1 apps securing windows

8 1 and much more take the guesswork out of windows 8 1 from day one with this complete

all in one resource helps you get up to speed on the windows 8 1 operating system including

its start screen which is a feature sure to please traditional windows users provides top notch

guidance from trusted and well known windows expert and author woody leonhard covers



windows 8 1 inside and out including how to customize the start screen manage apps and

control privacy delves into core windows 8 1 apps such as e mail people and skydrive shows

you how to connect online add hardware back up and update and secure windows 8 1

discover new improvements old favorites and everything in between with windows 8 1 all in

one for dummies

Windows 11 All-in-One For Dummies

2013-11-06

if you are reading this is why you will need to be looking to generate additional sources of

income that could earn you an extra extra month there are miles of places that promise you

quick profits where you are going to get rich overnight and blah blah blah i am going to teach



you how to generate money from scratch whether you do not have a nail or just want to

generate a new business many times our head is no longer enough and we do not find

solutions to get out of the impasse i am going to give you a series of tips to generate money

by carrying out multiple tasks and actions that may never have occurred to you or you have

not put them into practice some are just an aspirin to get out of trouble but in the long run

they can become a solution to generate extra income and who knows could even become

your main source of income

Windows 8.1 All-in-One For Dummies

2020-04-20

clinical placements are wonderful learning experiences but they can also be daunting this



book is written specifically for nursing students undertaking a diploma or bachelor of nursing it

will help you prepare for clinical placements and enhance your knowledge and confidence

written by leading academics tracy levett jones and kerry reid searl the clinical placement will

give you the knowledge strategies practical tips and insights you need to excel in your

placements it has a strong focus on both person centred care self care professional and

personal responsibilities with a supporting video series containing a wealth of practical ideas

from expert nurses and recently graduated students this book will empower you to complete

your clinical placements feeling confident and capable as you undertake your journey to

becoming a registered nurse written specifically for students undertaking a diploma or

bachelor of nursing tips to maximise learning opportunities in a range of different clinical

settings practical strategies for dealing with difficult and challenging situations 13 engaging

videos provide expert insights an ebook included with print purchase additional resources on



evolve ebook on vitalsource instructor and student resources an introductory video by tracy

levett jones insights from experts videos with registered nurses insights from students video

with nursing graduates new student perspectives and insights woven throughout chapters new

video with senior graduate students providing practical tips for commencing students to assist

with placement preparation increased focus on self care dealing with stress and burnout and

how to navigate high risk situations additional strategies to help you learn more effectively

while on placement

120 Ways To Make Money From Home

2022-06

this ebook collects the nearly 300 stories that first appeared in the magazine an independent



biweekly periodical for narrative non fiction it covers researchers crying wolf learning to

emulate animal sounds diy medical gear making prosthetics and other tools available more

cheaply and to the developing world a fever in japan that leads to a new friendship saving

seeds to save the past the plan to build a giant lava lamp in eastern oregon portland s

unicycle riding darth vader mask wearing flaming bagpipe player a hidden library at mit that

contains one of the most extensive troves of science fiction and fantasy novels and

magazines in the world and far far more

The Clinical Placement - E-Book Epub

2015-08-12

this fun concise full color book introduces the fundamentals of digital illustration and covers



how to develop and optimize these types of scalable vector graphics svg using inkscape 0 91

or later it also covers concepts central to digital painting using the corel painter 2016

professional digital painting and illustration paid software package which also has a free trial

version and a discount for purchasers of this book the book builds upon the foundational

concepts of vector graphics and the svg format and gets more advanced as chapters progress

covering what vector new media formats and svg commands and svg filters are best for use

with android studio java 8 javafx ios kindle fire and html5 the book covers key factors

regarding the data footprint optimization work process and why data footprint optimization is

important and covers programming languages used for digital illustration and publishing

platforms which support digital illustration and how to assimilate these into your digital

illustration and digital painting content production pipelines and workflow you will learn the

terminology of vector imaging and digital illustration what comprises a digital illustration 2d



modeling and rendering pipeline concepts and principles behind digital illustration content

production how to install and utilize 64 bit inkscape 0 91 for windows mac osx and linux

concepts behind spline curves strokes fills patterns and rendering digital illustration data

formats and data footprint optimization audience primary artists illustrators website developers

flash developers user interface designers digital signage content developers e learning content

creators ebook authors secondary android developers ios developers multimedia producers

rich internet application ria programmers game designers teachers educators div

The Magazine: The Complete Archives

2015-12-23

summary algorithms of the intelligent second edition teaches the most important approaches



to algorithmic web data analysis enabling you to create your own machine learning

applications that crunch munge and wrangle data collected from users web applications

sensors and website logs purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and

epub formats from manning publications about the technology valuable insights are buried in

the tracks web users leave as they navigate pages and applications you can uncover them by

using intelligent algorithms like the ones that have earned facebook google and twitter a place

among the giants of web data pattern extraction about the book algorithms of the intelligent

second edition teaches you how to create machine learning applications that crunch and

wrangle data collected from users web applications and website logs in this totally revised

edition you ll look at intelligent algorithms that extract real value from data key machine

learning concepts are explained with code examples in python s scikit learn this book guides

you through algorithms to capture store and structure data streams coming from the web you



ll explore recommendation engines and dive into classification via statistical algorithms neural

networks and deep learning what s inside introduction to machine learning extracting structure

from data deep learning and neural networks how recommendation engines work about the

reader knowledge of python is assumed about the authors douglas mcilwraith is a machine

learning expert and data science practitioner in the field of online advertising dr haralambos

marmanis is a pioneer in the adoption of machine learning techniques for industrial solutions

dmitry babenko designs applications for banking insurance and supply chain management

foreword by yike guo table of contents building applications for the intelligent web extracting

structure from data clustering and transforming your data recommending relevant content

classification placing things where they belong case study click prediction for online

advertising deep learning and neural networks making the right choice the future of the

intelligent web appendix capturing data on the web



Digital Illustration Fundamentals

2016-08-22

how best to adapt established companies to a rapidly changing economy has long been a

topic of debate in both the corporate and academic worlds this challenge is especially

pressing for large organizations that may have grown top heavy and rigid with time but now

need to be light on their feet to stay relevant and profitable until now the best attempts have

consisted of plucking tools and methods from the world of start ups and applying them

wholesale in large corporate environments most of these efforts have either fizzled or failed

outright because they lacked a framework for a comprehensive corporation sized rollout the

loop approach introduces a new series of methods that could help change the course of

operations for even the most colossal organizations sebastian klein and ben hughes provide a



wide ranging set of guidelines for achieving corporate agility complete with checklists and

worksheets that should prove instantly applicable want proof the methods outlined in the loop

approach have already been successfully implemented at such european corporate giants as

audi deutsche bahn and telekom

Algorithms of the Intelligent Web

2020-05

featuring new co editor piyush patel md the updated edition of cottrell and patel s

neuroanesthesia continues to serve as the definitive reference on this important field of

medicine clinically oriented chapters are clearly organized and cover key clinical points case

presentations and discussions delivering the complete and authoritative guidance you need to



ensure optimal perioperative safety for neurosurgical patients integrates current scientific

principles with the newest clinical applications explains what to do under any set of

circumstances the logic behind why it should be done and how to avoid complications clear

conceptual illustrations make complex concepts easier to understand at a glance

comprehensive and broad coverage of all important aspects of neuroanesthesia enables you

to find reliable answers to any clinical question access brand new information to keep you

current all chapters have been thoroughly updated to reflect the latest developments in

neurosurgical anesthesia a completely reorganized toc offers easier access to information

covers the latest advances in neuromodality monitoring brain tissue oxygenation oximetry

microdialysis and depth of anesthesia includes a brand new chapter on end of life care and

the diagnosis and management of brain death as well as a new chapter on minimally invasive

techniques new information on parkinson s disease has been added to the chapter on awake



craniotomy

The Loop Approach

2016-08-24

2012 was quite a year for change in the publishing industry throughout the year we used the

toc community site toc oreilly com to provide insightful analysis of the latest industry

developments and since ours is a community site the articles we publish aren tjust from the

toc team we also feature perspectives from many of thetop innovators and publishing experts

it wasn t easy but we hand picked the most noteworthy articles from2012 for inclusion in this

best of toc collection we think you llagree that the more than 60 pieces featured here

represent some of themost thought provoking dialog from the past year we ve arranged



thearticles by category so whether you re most interested in marketing revenue models

production or innovation in general you ll findsomething to get your creative juices flowing

Cottrell and Patel’s Neuroanesthesia E-Book

2013-02-12

although the majority of ebooks are text only novels and short stories a large minority of

ebooks across all genres include photographs illustrations charts graphs maps other imagery

and even audio and video moreover even novels and short stories typically have at least

cover images whether your publication merely needs a cover or requires lots of figures the

process of creating and using graphics and multimedia in ebooks differs in several distinct

ways from creating and using them in print or in other digital formats in this chapter you will



learn about the following exporting images to ebooks preparing images for ebooks adding

audio and video to ebooks adding vector graphics to ebooks

Best of TOC

2015-05-08

learn software engineering and coding best practices to write python code right and error free

in this book you ll see how to properly debug organize test and maintain your code all of

which leads to better more efficient coding software engineering is difficult programs of any

substantial length are inherently prone to errors of all kinds the development cycle is full of

traps unknown to the apprentice developer yet in python textbooks little attention is paid to

this aspect of getting your code to run at most there is a chapter on debugging or unit testing



in your average basic python book however the proportion of time spent on getting your code

to run is much higher in the real world pro python best practices aims to solve this problem

what you ll learn learn common debugging techniques that help you find and eliminate errors

gain techniques to detect bugs more easily discover best practices to prevent bugscarry out

automated testing discover problems fasteruse maintain a project over long timelearn

techniques to keep your project under controlbr uldivbwho this book is for bbr divdivbr

divdivexperienced python coders from web development big data and more divdivbr divdivdiv

div

Chapter 6: Working with Images and Multimedia in eBooks

2017-03-15



a concise but thorough guide that will tell you everything you should but probably don t know

about reading in the digital age whether you are considering a new e reader are the happy

owner of a kindle or other device or use an e reading app on your mobile device this book is

for you part i discusses the different e reading options including dedicated e readers and apps

for personal computers tablets and smartphones various e reading features and e book

formats are also presented part ii presents a comprehensive look at the various places to

source and organize your e reading materials including free public domain books articles on

the and your own personal documents the majority of resources discussed are free part iii

gives you tips advice and resources to get the most from your kindle whether you re looking

for ways to stay current on all things kindle want to learn how to easily send almost any

reading content to your kindle use it more effectively with shortcuts or even learn about some

hidden features this section is for you part iv is a concise buyers guide for anyone interested



in purchasing an e reader the main devices considered are the kindle nook kobo and onyx e

readers though others are mentioned as well

The Principles of the Trinary Universe

2023-08-29

now in its fifth edition inside book publishing remains the classic introduction to the book

publishing industry being both a manual for the profession for over two decades and the

bestselling textbook for students of publishing the book remains essential reading for

publishing students those seeking a career in publishing recent entrants to the industry and

authors seeking an insider s view the accompanying website supports the book by providing

up to date and relevant content this new edition has been fully updated to respond to the



rapid changes in the market and technology now more global in its references and scope the

book explores the tensions and trends affecting the industry including the growth of ebooks

self publishing and online retailing and new business models and workflows the book provides

excellent overviews of the main aspects of the publishing process including commissioning

product development design and production marketing sales and distribution

Pro Python Best Practices

2014-06-27

2022 quill quire best books of the year a bold and absurd new take on the dystopian plague

novel where people are treated like ikea furniture distraught and hopeless an eighteen year

old distance runner regan decides to end her life and she ll do it through an unusual new



method available only on the dark web enter Ülle a woman with amnesia who will

inadvertently make regan s wish come true but Ülle begins to remember her past and the

outrageous steps her government took to combat a deadly pandemic of parasitic infections

which have brought her to this new country and to regan s house meanwhile regan might be

changing her mind and she finds herself more and more concerned about keeping both Ülle

and herself alive but the shadowy organization that brought them together wants to keep them

both quiet permanently a suitable companion for the end of your life is a darkly comic

dystopian tale that probes our anxieties around boundaries whether territorial or bodily and

our fraught desire not to die alone gripping from the first page robert mcgill s a suitable

companion for the end of your life is a dark speculative novel with echoes of the handmaid s

tale set against the backdrop of a plague some of us would do anything to survive down to

flatpacking ourselves like ikea furniture while others would do anything to make our miserable



lives end this is timely provocative ethically challenging fiction that asks whether the drive to

survive is stronger than the inevitability of death ian williams author of reproduction terrifying

and tender a suitable companion s sci fi angle serves to frame a fascinating parable about the

post post modern family unpredictable and completely original this is a propulsive rewarding

and thought provoking read michael redhill author of bellevue square the guy knows what he

s doing from missing children to silk parachutes you are never lost and he will catch you zadie

smith author of swing time a storyteller who refuses to keep things straight and for this

produces freshly captivating effects andrew pyper author of the demonologist a writer of

striking talent and originality daily mail on the mysteries mcgill is a talented writer adept at

expressing the nuanced unspoken truths that beg the lies by which we live observer on the

mysteries



Half a Decade of Linux-y Shenanigans

2022-06-14

unlock the secrets of smartphone mastery with smartphone 101 inside you ll find everything

you need to know to pick the perfect smartphone for you whether it s an android or an iphone

from understanding specs and batteries to navigating contracts and apps this comprehensive

guide covers it all discover the ins and outs of ram and cpu as well as the importance of

storage and device rooting learn the best practices for security and privacy as well as tips for

maintaining your device get answers to frequently asked questions about both android and

iphone smartphones plus explore the latest trends and side money ideas in the ever evolving

world of smartphones make the most of your device and stay ahead of the game with

smartphone 101 when it comes to choosing a smartphone there are a few things you need to



take into account first what operating system do you prefer android or ios then what brand do

you prefer apple samsung huawei xaomi or google finally what model of phone do you like

best the iphone 13 or 14 pro max the galaxy s22 plus the huawei mate 40 pro the xaomi mi

12 5g or the google pixel 7 pro to help you choose the perfect phone for you we ve put

together a quick guide to the top features of each phone first let s take a look at operating

systems ios is known for its ease of use and attractive design while android offers more

customization options and a wider range of apps next let s take a look at brands apple is

known for its high quality hardware and cutting edge software while samsung is loved for its

powerful specs and expansive features huawei is known for its long lasting batteries and

impressive camera quality while xaomi offers high end features at an affordable price finally

let s take a look at models the iphone 14 pro max is apple s newest and most advanced

phone with a huge screen



E-Reading: Getting the Most Out of Your Kindle or Other E-

Book Reader

want to publish your book far and wide want it to be on more than just amazon this book is a

step by step how to guide with pictures for how to publish your book wide if you re part of the

wide for the win mentality and want to get your book selling wide then this is a great resource

to walk you through the steps it goes over areas like publishing to draft2digital publishdrive

smashwords streetlib barnes and noble nook google books kobo writing life apple books

authors republic audiobooks unleashed acx findaway voices lulu and ingramspark if you enjoy

books by joanna penn monica leonelle mark leslie andrea pearson brian meeks bryan cohen

as well as their fantastic podcasts this may be another to add to your collection to help you



further your author career because you deserve to be the best author you can be get it now

Inside Book Publishing

A Suitable Companion for the End of Your Life

SMARTPHONE 101



Publishing Wide
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